Warmer early instrumental measurements *versus* colder reconstructed temperatures: shooting at a moving target
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Abstract

Comparison of tree-ring-based warm-season temperature reconstructions and their instrumental target data reveals substantial divergence between (warmer) early instrumental measurements and (colder) proxy estimates. Here we detail this systematic misfit for the Northern Hemisphere before ~1900 and the European Alps before ~1850. Five hypotheses related to both proxy and target uncertainties are presented towards explaining this phenomenon. These include: (1) tree-ring detrending methods, (2) biological persistence in the proxy time-series, (3) uncertainties and instabilities in the growth response to given climatic parameters, (4) reduced instrumental station availability back in time, and (5) instrumental data homogeneity. We suggest that uncertainties in the choice of instrumental targets at the hemispheric scale, and instrumental data inhomogeneities at the Alpine and possibly also the hemispheric-scale are the most important factors in explaining this offset. Assessment of homogeneity at larger scales remains challenging. Attention is drawn to possible warm biases in early thermometer shelters and the relevance of proxy/target discrepancies for understanding and quantifying the amplitude of both recent anthropogenic and past natural forced climate fluctuations.

© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

To understand and quantify past variations in the earth’s climate system and its forcing agents, millennial-long proxy reconstructions (e.g., Jones et al., 1998; Mann et al., 1999; Briffa, 2000; Esper et al., 2002; Moberg et al., 2005; D’Arrigo et al., 2006) and model simulations (e.g., von Storch et al., 2004; Hegerl et al., 2006) have been used to assess changes in temperature. A widely accepted conclusion from these various approaches is the unprecedented warmth within the past few decades, relative to a prolonged cooling from ~1350 to 1850, and most likely widespread warmth during medieval times (Esper et al., 2005b). Both proxy reconstruction and model parameterization are often, however, fundamentally linked with relationships to instrumental measurements during a portion of their overlapping period. Time-series of proxy data are generally fit to suitable instrumental records (targets) in a process known as calibration. Implicit to this approach is that the relationship inferred over the calibration interval—roughly the past century or so—is clearly defined, remains stable over time, and that the target is without bias in both the higher and lower frequency domains.

In this regard, recent studies have addressed the importance of properly calibrating to the ‘correct’ instrumental target, including exact specification of seasonality, spatial representation, and frequency domains for a realistic representation of past climate variability (Osborn and Briffa, 2000; von Storch et al., 2004; Rutherford et al., 2005; Esper et al., 2005a). Despite such general awareness, discussion still exists on proxy/instrumental misfits at regional (Wilson et al., 2005; Frank and Esper, 2005b; Büntgen et al., 2006a) to large scales (Wilson et al., 2007). In the European Alpine region, tree-ring-based reconstructions of past temperature variability (Büntgen et al., 2005, 2006a; Frank and Esper, 2005b) indicated potential discrepancies between “cooler” proxy and “warmer” instrumental data during the 19th century. Such divergence affects the magnitude of inferred past climatic changes as
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the relationships defined in the calibration period directly translate into a degrees Celsius scaling for reconstructions. Any discrepancies also question our understanding of climatic variation in general. As proxy data are imperfect substitutes for their targets, proxy/instrumental comparisons allow some of the noise characteristics of proxy archives to be estimated. However, systematic and long-term discrepancies may also provide clues about the instrumental data themselves.

Herein, we focus on such early offset, at both, the large-scale prior to ~1900 and the European Alps before ~1850, by comparing evidence between warm-season temperature measurements and tree-ring-based reconstructions. This is followed by a brief accounting of five hypotheses that may explain this offset, and then by a more extensive discussion. In seeking to evaluate the hypotheses, we attempt to provide indications from research on the possible magnitudes of various factors and their likelihoods for being applicable at different spatial scales. Due to the great uncertainties, we do not believe to conclusively solve this issue, but intend to indicate research directions that should be useful to understand proxy/target offset and to discuss the paleoclimatic importance of such a solution.

2. Large-scale evidence

Four large-scale warm-season weighted tree-ring dominated temperature reconstructions (Jones et al., 1998; Briffa, 2000; Esper et al., 2002; D’Arrigo et al., 2006) have been scaled to the June–August (JJA) mean of the latest 5° x 5° global temperature data set (CRUTEM3; Brohan et al., 2006), averaged over 30–90°N (Fig. 1A). JJA instrumental temperatures show a cooling from ~1850 until 1910, followed by a warming to the 1940s, a cooling to ~1970, with steeply increasing values until present. The proxy-based reconstructions (and their mean) show similar behaviours during the 20th century until their individual end years (1991–1995), but do not indicate relative warmth prior to ~1900. This divergence results in reduced (low-frequency) agreement between the reconstructions and the instrumental summer data. The observed pre-1900 proxy/target divergence is, however, restricted to the summer season, as mean annual temperatures (green in Fig. 1A) are more in line with the lower-frequency tree-ring evidence. Thus, a divergence within the instrumental data themselves is also observed, as early warm season temperature anomalies are much warmer than annual, and particularly...
cold season instrumental means. Interestingly, the differences between summer and annual data largely disappear during the 20th century, when the seasons display rather synchronous fluctuations (see Parker, 1994; Jones et al., 2003; and Esper et al., 2005a for additional discussion).

Resulting correlation reductions between the reconstructions and warm-season instrumental data have substantial consequences on the estimated amplitude of climatic variations over the past millennium (Esper et al., 2005a), and also seemingly lead to confusion of the exact seasonality of large-scale temperature reconstructions. When calibrating against only the post 19th century data, such reconstructions tend to fit better with the summer data (e.g., Esper et al., 2005a; Wilson et al., 2007), confirming the warm season weighted response well known from regional tree-ring studies. However, inclusion of 19th century data—which possess the warm-season ‘peak’ not found in any tree-ring reconstruction nor annual temperature data—shifts the ‘optimal’ target from summer to annual.

Such comparisons are, however, problematic in long-term large-scale approaches because proxy networks currently do not well capture inter-annual variability at hemispheric-scales (Cook et al., 2004; Esper et al., 2005a). We suggest this simply results from the proxy networks not sufficiently representing the area needed to obtain a strong year-to-year signal. As comparisons are thus largely restricted to the mid to low-frequency domains, few degrees of freedom remain to robustly infer proxy/instrumental relationships. At regional-scales such restrictions are largely eliminated as tree-ring data better capture both low and high frequency variations of the target data set.

3. Regional-scale evidence

The longest and highest quality instrumental measurements worldwide can be found in Central Europe (Jones and Moberg, 2003), where several low-elevation measurement series extend to the mid-18th century and some from high-elevations to the early 19th century (Böhm et al., 2001; Auer et al., 2007). These unique observations allow annually resolved proxy records to be calibrated over exceptionally long periods (Frank and Esper, 2005b) and their temporal stability to be tested (Büntgen et al., 2006b; Carrer and Urbinati, 2006). Recent palaeoclimatic efforts in the Greater Alpine Region (GAR; 4–49°E, 43–49°N, 0–3500m a.s.l.) have resulted in estimations of past temperature variations based on high-elevation tree-ring data, spanning the past centuries (Frank and Esper, 2005b) to millennia (Büntgen et al., 2005, 2006a). A compilation of these four reconstructions and their targets—as used in the original publications—reveals a systematic long-term divergence between warmer early instrumental measurements and colder proxy estimates prior to the mid 19th century (Fig. 1B).

This divergence is seen in four reconstructions irrespective of measurements of different tree-ring parameters, methodological approaches, and exact instrumental targets: two reconstructions are based on the maximum latewood density (MXD) parameter and two are based on ring-width (TRW) measurements; two use principal component regression to merge larger networks of living trees (Frank and Esper, 2005b), and two use averaging and include historical wood samples (Büntgen et al., 2005, 2006b). These four reconstructions are based on two independently developed networks with only a few percent of series shared. Tree-ring data were detrended using either the Regional Curve Standardization (RCS) technique (Esper et al., 2003) to preserve potential low-frequency variability or conventional individual spline fits that are a priori limited in retaining longest time-scale fluctuations (Cook et al., 1995). Tree-ring chronologies were either scaled or regressed over differing periods, using various homogenized datasets of April–September, June–September and June–August temperature means from the Greater Alpine Region (Böhm et al., 2001; Auer et al., 2007).

The instrumental data collectively describe warm conditions during the second half of the 18th century and the onset of the 19th century, followed by a depression in the 1810s–1820s—most likely a consequence of a sequence of volcanic eruptions and the Dalton solar minimum (see also Section 5.2 below)—that is part of a longer cool period until the early 20th century. The trend towards recent warming occurs in two stages, with an initial increase peaking in the 1940s, a cooling until the mid-1970s, and a second warming peaking in the 2003 extreme summer heat (Luterbacher et al., 2004; Schär et al., 2004). The various tree-ring-based growing season temperature reconstructions all display similar decadal fluctuations, but systematically ‘undershoot’ the early instrumental observations prior to ~1850. No such divergence is found during any other period of proxy/target overlap.

While the instrumental targets shown in Fig. 1B were taken unmodified from the individual publications, Fig. 1C shows the most recent and complete, quality controlled and homogenized HISTALP data set (Auer et al., 2007), averaged for lower and higher elevation belts (below and above 1500 m a.s.l. and representing 118 and 13 stations, respectively) across the Greater Alpine Region. These two series display a similar temperature history, although some evidence for a steeper altitudinal temperature gradient at certain times in the past (e.g., ~1885 and 1830) is displayed—making the recent warming trend slightly larger for the high-elevation network. This comparison highlights the relatively small possible uncertainties related to the representativity of instrumental data taken from the surrounding (more urban) lowlands for comparison with tree-ring-based temperature reconstructions derived from data obtained from near timberline locations. The complete absence of high-elevation station data prohibits any direct conclusions to be drawn prior to 1818 when measurements from the worldwide longest high-elevation
meteorological observatory, the Grand St. Bernhard in the Swiss Alps at 7°11'E, 45°52'N, and 2472 m a.s.l., began.

The general pattern of Alpine glacier advance/retreat (Fig. 1C), as indicated by arrows, provides independent proxy evidence for decadal-scale colder/warmer conditions roughly lagged behind temperature changes by a decade or so. While the individual response time depends upon glacier size and geometry, the maximum or near maximum Holocene advance broadly reported in the 1850s (Grove, 1988; Hormes et al., 2001; Holzhauser et al., 2005) and the subsequent retreat (and end of the LIA) help provide indications for lower-frequency climate variations. However, the LIA maximum is not in line with the warmth shown in the early Alpine warm-season temperature data (Oerlemans, 2005; Vincent et al., 2005). Other proxy records, such as documentary data on summer snowfall occurrences (Pfister, 1975, 2007, pers. comm.), are also suggestive of cooler warm-season conditions, i.e. are more consistent with the tree-ring rather than the instrumental evidence.

4. Hypotheses

The observed systematic tree-ring underestimation of early instrumental temperatures calls into question our understanding of the proxy and target data used, with meaningful consequences on the interpretation of climate variability during both instrumental and pre-instrumental times. Multiple hypotheses concerning proxy and target uncertainties can be invoked to explain such patterns, these include:

1. Tree-ring detrending: the removal of the biological age-trend while simultaneously retaining all relevant climatic information is ambitious. This is especially the case when retaining long-term cooling trends, as cooling conditions and the age-trend both result in narrower ring-widths in temperature sensitive tree-ring data. The RCS method overcomes such low-frequency limitations inherent to age-trend estimations derived for each individual tree-ring series, but may still harbor other biases.

2. Biological persistence: annual growth variations, particularly evident in radial increments, often reflect a biological memory (via e.g., needle generations, carbohydrate reserves) to previous year conditions. Related feedbacks or physiological non-linearities may shift the spectral-properties of the inferred climatic variable from a “whiter” to “redder” process.

3. Climate/growth relationships: uncertainties in the choice of the proper target season (e.g., JJA, MJA, AMJJAS, Annual), climatic variable (e.g., precipitation, solar radiation, mean or maximum temperatures), and instabilities whereby the relative mixture of separate environmental variables that drive tree-growth varies with time, exist.

4. Data availability: the quantity of instrumental data does not remain stable over time. Generally, datasets become sparser back in time and less spatially representa-

tive. Changes in data quantities directly affect the signal quality of any mean and its local variance and reduces possibilities for independent comparisons and verification.

5. Discussion

5.1. Tree-ring detrending

It has been long recognized that the necessary removal of all age-related growth-trends via the tree-ring detrending process can dramatically alter the long-term trends and spectral properties of tree-ring chronologies and thus the resulting climate reconstructions (e.g., Fritts, 1976; Jacoby and D’Arrigo, 1989; Esper et al., 2002). Conventional removal of the age-trend using individual series fits does not allow climatic fluctuations longer than the median tree age to be preserved (Cook et al., 1995). This is particularly limiting where a chronology is composed of living and ancient (e.g. from buildings or moraines) material that together make a chronology significantly longer than its constituent segments. Age-related detrending methods, including the RCS (Briffa et al., 1992; Esper et al., 2003) and Age-Banding (Briffa et al., 2001) techniques help overcome this segment-length constraint, but themselves may not be entirely free from other biases (Melvin, 2004; Helama et al., 2005). Subtle population differences between living and relict populations potentially impart long-term trends (Esper et al., 2003), or the preferred selection of, for example, the oldest or largest living trees in a stand may yield biases related to tree mortality and growth rates (Melvin, 2004).

Inspection of differences between studies that used both age-related and conventional detrending methods (e.g., Wilson et al., 2005; D’Arrigo et al., 2006) or analysis of common features observed in independent data sets (or data set fractions) (e.g., Esper et al., 2002; Büntgen et al., 2005; Frank and Esper, 2005b; and Fig. 1B above) may provide indications that inferred climatic fluctuations are robust. However, it is unfortunate that the ‘correct’ detrending solution generally cannot be gleaned from calibration/verification statistics nor from first principles (Wilson et al., 2007). Efforts to include detrending uncertainties in climatic reconstructions, by estimation of the scatter about reasonable possible detrending choices, is an area where some quantification is possible (see Esper et al., 2007 for details).

The independence of the various Alpine reconstructions shown in Fig. 1B, including the utilization of both individual spline fits, and RCS techniques, suggests that the longer-term trends displayed are reasonably robust.
with respect to maximum wavelength allowed by the conventional detrending applied and conversely suggest that any possible RCS-related biases to be minimal. The central tendency that all temperature reconstructions undershoot the early instrumental data remains. At hemispheric levels, some data overlap cannot be disregarded for any large-scale studies shown in Fig. 1A, however, a new independent reconstruction by Wilson et al. (2007) that only utilizes tree-ring data not included in previous large-scale approaches displays similarly cool conditions during the 19th century, and similarly undershoots early warm-season large-scale instrumental data. Based on these independent findings, we suggest that the array of currently applied detrending methods in combination with the various tree-ring compilations utilized, are unlikely to fully account for such a systematic divergence at either the Alpine or hemispheric scales.

5.2. Biological persistence

As tree growth may integrate effects from previous year climatic and ecological conditions (e.g., Fritts, 1976; D’Arrigo et al., 1992; Frank and Esper, 2005a; Kagawa et al., 2006), it is plausible that biological-induced autocorrelation results in different signal-to-noise ratios in inter-annual or multi-decadal frequencies and may “redden” the spectral characteristics of proxy data. When these data are calibrated, the low-frequency variability may subsequently be overestimated. The effects of this spectral shifting are similar (but opposite) to those described by von Storch et al. (2004) and Osborn and Briffa (2004), where low-frequency variability may be underestimated when white noise degrades the proxy signal.

Such autocorrelation most likely results from the utilization of abundant carbohydrates stored towards the end or even after the growing season, or from longer-term benefits (or detriments) in mobilizing resources from root and needle growth following good (or poor) years (Tranquillini, 1964; Kozlowski and Pallardy, 1997). While approaches to remove the biological autocorrelation via autoregressive modeling may be successful in yielding high correlations with year-to-year climate variations, it is clear that significant low-frequency variability is lost during most such approaches, making them limited in addressing longer-term climate change issues (Cook, 1985). We thus encourage caution in producing the so-called pre-whitened or residual chronologies when addressing all kinds of longer term, global change related processes. Attempts to explicitly consider biological autocorrelation by utilization of different regression models for various frequency domains (Osborn and Briffa, 2000) did not reveal significant differences between regression coefficients for the lower and higher frequencies using MXD data from the European Alps (Büntgen et al., 2006a).

TRW tends to be more prone to biological autocorrelation and site-ecological differences in comparison to MXD measurements (e.g., Frank and Esper, 2005a). In this regard, the early 19th century is of particular interest in the European Alps and Northern Hemisphere. This period is characterized by a sequence of larger volcanic eruptions between 1808 and 1815, most likely resulting in an accumulated aerosol summer cooling effect (Robock, 2000; and references therein), in concert with reduced solar radiation during the Dalton minimum (Eddy, 1976), producing a distinct negative radiative-forcing anomaly. For the European Alps, the most pronounced anomaly follows one year after the Tambora/Indonesia event in April 1815 (Sigurdsson and Carey, 1989; Oppenheimer, 2003) and approximately seven years after a large eruption with an unknown location (Dai et al., 1992), with the year 1816 becoming known as ‘the year without summer’ (Harrington, 1992; Robock, 1994).

Early Alpine instrumental measurements show average JJA temperatures from 1813 to 1816 to be exceptionally cold, with a warmer 1817–1820 interlude prior to the return of the cool 1821 summer (Fig. 2). This distinctive temperature depression followed a series of warmer summers in the first decade of the 19th century (Luterbacher et al., 2004; Casty et al., 2005). In the wider AMJJAS seasonal window, often regarded as the optimal response interval for MXD, 1816 is substantially colder than the preceding years and 1821 warmer than the JJA anomaly. Importantly, temperature sensitive MXD records tend to show this same pattern, whereas for TRW records, 1821 is generally the coldest summer reconstructed. Note that for illustration purposes in Fig. 2 the offset between the tree-ring and instrumental data has been removed by scaling (see caption for details). The variations displayed by TRW and JJA temperatures suggest that in this case the TRW response is exaggerated towards colder conditions, as the trees had not fully been able to recover from possible damage and stress following the sequence of severe summers from 1813 to 1816, and likely utilized carbohydrates for purposes other than radial expansion.

While the early 1800s serve as an extreme test, the general characteristics of trees’ responses are likely still applicable during less climatically severe periods. Radial growth variations of different species might also tend to display characteristic patterns, with for example, higher lag-1 autocorrelations found for Pinus cembra than Larix decidua in the Alpine network used by Frank et al. (2005). Additional research efforts in the timing of carbon allocation via tracer studies (Kagawa et al., 2006) and methods to better quantify the spectral properties of tree-ring and other proxy data (e.g., Osborn and Briffa, 2000; Mohammad and Moberg, 2007) will allow a better differentiation of biological and climatic persistence.

5.3. Climate/growth relationships

The great variety of environmental variables that can affect tree-growth may confound the isolation of a single meteorological variable as a suitable reconstruction target. Sampling locations that approach the natural distribution
limits, however, tend to most closely meet this objective (Fritts, 1976; Körner, 1998), which is why tree-ring data only from sites near the thermal timberline should be used for simple, yet robust temperature reconstructions. Nevertheless, the growing season duration is likely somewhat plastic in accordance with environmental conditions, and trees are additionally not necessarily inclined to obey the Gregorian calendar. Thus, a reasonably well-calibrated and verified reconstruction could be developed using different environmental targets (e.g., mean JJ or JJA temperatures).

Fig. 2 highlights some of the similarities in seasonal instrumental targets whereby the JJA and AMJJAS means correlate with each other at 0.78 over the period 1800–1840. The relationship jumps to 0.95 when comparing the more closely related JJAS and JJA windows. The optimal target season selected based on calibration results might, thus, not be easy to define for a given time period and additionally might even vary over time.

The above examples and the majority of tree-ring and other proxy studies conducted to date have focused on the most-readily available mean temperature target. However, some dendroclimatic evidence suggests closer relationships between tree-growth and maximum temperatures, in comparison to mean temperatures (Wilson and Luckman, 2003; Büntgen et al., 2007; Frank et al., 2007b; Wilson et al., 2007; see also D’Arrigo et al., 2007). Maximum temperatures more closely represent daytime conditions—including sunlight availability for photosynthesis—than mean temperatures. The negative correlation between summer precipitation and temperature, and the positive correlation between sunshine hours and daytime temperatures are both examples of data that are correlated in the inter-annual domains, yet may show differing long-term trends and spectral properties (Auer et al., 2007). The influence upon growth of such correlated factors and the selection of only one instrumental parameter as a reconstruction target may be responsible for additional uncertainties in proxy/target relationships.

In addition to uncertainties in the proper season and/or variable, the relative influence of environmental factors on tree-growth may shift over time. Several recent studies indicated temporal instability in the amount of explained variance between tree-growth and temperature, including studies that have shown an apparent decrease in the ability of TRW and MXD sites, primarily from the higher northern latitudes, to track recent warming (Briffa et al., 1998; Cook et al., 2004; D’Arrigo et al., 2007 and references therein). However, any exceptional inabilities of large-scale reconstructions to track temperatures during the recent warming seem to be of secondary importance to the choice of a summer or annual instrumental target when data prior to the 20th century are considered (Fig. 1A). Evidence from the Alpine region suggests that several tree-ring sites may now be less temperature sensitive due to increased late summer drought stress in the wake of temperature increases during the past decades (Büntgen et al., 2006b; Carrer and Urbinati, 2006). Such instabilities are potentially species specific, more common to TRW than MXD, and may have profound implications in the utilization of some tree-ring data as temperature proxies. It should be noted that the reconstructions presented in Fig. 1B passed tests for temporal stability in the climate signal. Furthermore, approaches considering, for example, individual monthly data are more likely to reveal instabilities than those where the target variable is a seasonal average.

Field studies that focus on the timing of intra-annual cell formation, growth and lignification (Rossi et al., 2006, 2007; Fonti et al., 2007) and a concentration on obtaining...
data from only the most ecologically appropriate sites will yield a better understanding of climate related changes captured in tree-ring data. Additional efforts to identify growth limitations either via empirical studies or via forward modelling approaches (e.g., Anchukaitis et al., 2006; Evans et al., 2006) could be helpful to identify the most relevant target seasons, parameters, and potential instabilities therein. Further efforts to develop high-quality instrumental data sets including a variety of parameters (e.g., maximum temperatures plus daily or weekly resolution) are required to most accurately quantify and assess the meteorological metrics and periods critical to tree-growth.

5.4. Data availability

It should be evident from the above discussion, that knowledge of tree-ring or more generally proxy-based estimates of past climatic and/or ecological conditions is fundamentally coupled with relations quantified and inferred from analyses with instrumental data. The European Alps are perhaps unique in this respect, as it is arguably the only region worldwide where high-elevation temperature sensitive tree-ring data can be compared with local instrumental stations from similar elevations over more than 150 years.

A reduction in instrumental data coverage back in time is, however, also evident for the Alpine region, and even more valid on larger-scales. In the GAR, for example, 36 stations have temperature data back until 1850, but only 16 extend prior to 1800 (Auer et al., 2007). Similarly for the NH land and sea areas, about 80% of 5° × 5° grid-boxes in the most recent version of the CRU data set (Brohan et al., 2006) contain data in 1970s, with this figure dropping to ~40% around 1900 and <20% in 1860, with most of the early global land data concentrated in Europe (Fig. 3). In 1850, the land dataset represents about 5% of the total possible grid-boxes for the NH. Also notable, is the decline towards present in the grid-box percentage since the 1970s. Such decline results in a reduction in the portion of the

---

**Fig. 3.** Spatial and temporal coverage of the HadCRU3 data set (Brohan et al., 2006): (A) maps showing the filled gridboxes in June 1850, 1900, 1950, and 2000; (B) time-series of the percentage of filled gridboxes for the global, land, and ocean areas during June. The coverage in the sea-only gridboxes was estimated by the difference between the HadCRUT3 and the CRUTEM3 data sets, where as the land coverage is simply represented by the CRUTEM3 data set. The percentage of land (ocean) coverage is over- (under-) estimated using this approach as a coastal land station may “fill” a gridbox that is predominately over the sea. Seasonal patterns in the data coverage, for example, tend to show greater sea traffic in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres during the boreal and austral summers.
climate system observed, while simultaneously both increasing the weight of single stations in explaining the surrounding climatic variations and decreasing the number of inter-station comparisons available to properly identify and correct measurement errors.

In considering such changes in the spatial and temporal coverage of the earth’s surface significant progress utilizing instrumental data and/or GCM simulations have been made in the quantification of uncertainties and sampling errors (e.g., Jones et al., 1997; Folland et al., 2001; Brohan et al., 2006; Rayner et al., 2006). Such errors depend upon the time-scale of investigation; for 21-year smoothed annual data covering the extra-tropics, the 95% confidence limits are about 0.4 °C, with errors increasing for annual and monthly values (Brohan et al., 2006). Due to the relative high station density, uncertainties are generally lower in the GAR compared to most other parts of the world, e.g., Asia, Africa and South America. We note that while replication changes commonly affect the qualities of proxy data (e.g., Frank et al., 2007a), this consideration is mitigated by the great number of tree-ring data sets in this recent time period in the Alps, and generally small replication changes during this recent and short time period (relative to tree-ring chronologies) for both the Alps and the NH. However, as noted above, the limited spatial coverage of current large-scale temperature reconstructions remains a critical issue.

Besides the spatial component of meteorological data availability back in time, a particular reduction when considering higher elevations is most evident outside the European Alps and prior to the 20th century (Diaz and Bradley, 1997). In the Alps, the altitudinal difference between stations tends to be more important than the horizontal distance in determining how well they correlate (Böhm et al., 2001). Notably, the higher elevation stations (> 1500 m a.s.l.), generally corresponding to the elevational band of the tree-ring data, tend to detect more of the “background” climate, with local variations (i.e., noise) being larger at lower elevations (Böhm et al., 2001). See Böhm et al. (2001) and Auer et al. (2007) for more detailed discussions related to elevation effects and their fingerprints on instrumental measurements.

The combined uncertainty resulting from data reductions is considerable and might contribute to understanding the discrepancies between proxy and instrumental datasets. It is generally assumed that such uncertainties are symmetric and do not contain biases, but this might not always be the case. For example, the ratio of “land” to “ocean” grid cells as represented by the differences in coverage between the HadCRUT3 and CRUTEM3 datasets varies with time; around 1850 this ratio is about 0.8 and in the 1960s is about 1.4 (Fig. 3B). Brohan et al. (2006), interestingly discuss how for smoothed global averages, the uncertainties in the 1850s are actually smaller than in 1920! This has to do with specific homogenization biases that depend, not only when, but also where data are available. In this case, the tropical measurements that enter the global dataset in the early 20th century result in increased uncertainties (see below) even though the spatial coverage increases. It is notable, that Brohan et al. (2006) have provided confidence limits where the mean temperature estimate is not centered between the upper and lower confidence limits.

5.5. Data homogeneity

The inability to keep all aspects of temperature data acquisition constant in time requires a careful homogenization of instrumental data to eliminate non-climatic noise (e.g., Peterson et al., 1998). An idealized random distribution in the direction and size of data errors is complicated by the occurrence of systematic biases in instrumental measurements and their surroundings that might result in artificially induced long-term trends. The change in raw measurement values from the necessary homogenization applied can vary greatly in amplitude and even direction depending upon individual station histories, available metadata and its interpretation, and methodology.

A comparison of the relevant Alpine grid-cells from the ALPCLIM (Böhm et al., 2001) and CRU (Jones et al., 1999) data showed a factor of two differences in the annual linear trend from 1890 to 1998 with values of 1.1 and 0.55 °C, respectively (Böhm et al., 2001). Such differences likely largely stem from the two different homogenization approaches that have either relied extensively on metadata due to their regional nature or more statistically based approaches covering larger regions. Even for efforts confined to a similar region, differences due to the interpretation of metadata and researchers’ homogenization criteria may be considerable. See Brunetti et al. (2006) for discussion of differences between the HISTALP (Auer et al., 2007) and an Italian national dataset of the same area. On the hemispheric-scale, the great number of stations largely prohibits individual examination of series and the collection and analysis of relevant metadata (see Peterson et al., 1998).

The amount of inhomogeneities does not remain constant in time. For example, the annual rate, magnitude and frequency of detected outliers constantly increases prior to ~1980 for the Greater Alpine Region (Auer et al., 2007), with a sharp decrease in data quality in the late 19th century. This decline in data quality corresponds to measurements performed before greater station network standardization following the Vienna Conference in 1873, when the predecessor of the World Meteorological Organization set up rules and guidelines for instrumental observations (Maugeri et al., 2002a, b). Data gaps are generally more episodic, typically as a function of political and economic circumstances. Alpine instrumental uncertainties prior to the 19th century are characterized by scarcer metadata, the large quantity of inhomogeneities and errors in almost all the existing records, and lower station density. Nevertheless, for a given time slice, the case of Alpine temperatures has to be regarded as less sensitive to homogeneity problems compared to
temperatures were 0.5–0.8°C cooler than those measured from the so-called free standing Swedish shelter used at some stations until the 1960s. Based on relationships with other measured climate variables including cloud cover and comparisons with other long instrumental records, Moberg et al. (2003) suggested that prior to 1860 summer temperatures were 0.5–0.8°C cooler than those measured in Sweden. Brunet et al. (2006) present comparisons between the early Moutsouris and modern Stevenson screen for two stations in Spain where the early screens are positively biased by more than 1.3°C on an annual basis for maximum temperatures and negatively biased by less than 0.3°C for minimum temperatures. Interestingly, they also provide the dates that Stevenson screens were installed at 20 Spanish stations: these range from 1894 to 1915. Unfortunately, a comprehensive global compilation of such relevant metadata is missing. The benchmark study in this regard is, however, that from Parker (1994). He presents a global summary of the thermometer exposures representative for different countries at different time periods and indicates that the period from the 1870s to 1910s was characterized by large changes in thermometer exposures. According to this study, prior to the late 19th century warm-season data from the extra-tropics are likely positively biased by about 0.2°C as a result of exposure changes. In addition to these mid to high latitude exposure changes, it is also suggested that tropical temperatures prior to the 1930s were likely positively biased based on comparisons between Stevenson screens and the so-called tropical shed exposures and between land and nearby sea-surface temperature data (Parker, 1994). Importantly, most of the sheltering biases result in greater seasonality with positive biases during summer and little or negative biases during winter.

The homogenization necessary to account for the changes in observing practices, environments and instrumentation easily are of the magnitude of the offset between the tree-ring reconstructions and instrumental temperatures. For example, in the GAR over 1.0°C were added to the April–September data from the Swiss data subset (Böhmer et al., 2001), which is in the order of the offset as seen in Fig. 1B. Homogenization corrections found in larger-scale approaches (e.g., GHCN, Peterson and Vose, 1997; GISS, Hansen et al., 1999) are also often greater than 1°C. Such changes seemingly place tree-ring estimates within uncertainties of the early instrumental data. The bias direction for insufficient sheltering in both the extra-tropics and tropics is in line with the tree-ring evidence. Furthermore, the larger impact in summer of these biases is consistent with the divergence between warm and cold-season instrumental observation, which makes the long-term fit between tree-ring data and annual (or even winter) temperatures more similar (Fig. 1A). The current range of estimates for the warm-season thermometer shelter bias (+0.2 to +0.8°C) is on the same order of the offset between proxy and early warm-season instrumental data at the Alpine and Hemispheric scales. However, additional studies where simultaneous measurements are taken at present and former locations with newer and older thermometers and shelters should provide more insights into the specific factors, environmental conditions, and geographic locations that might result in larger or smaller biases.

6. Conclusions

Independent of the tree-ring dataset, measured parameter, age-trend removal, reconstruction methodology, and the calibration period, season, and approach, all of the Alpine reconstructions in Fig. 1B systematically and continuously undershoot their early instrumental target before ~1850, with a similar consensus derived from large-scale reconstructions before ~1900 (Fig. 1A). Many possible hypotheses can be invoked to explain the offset between the early instrumental warm season data and tree-ring estimates. While, full quantification of the likelihood and magnitude of each of these factors remains a central
question that cannot yet be satisfactorily addressed, the synthesis in Table 1 suggests the importance of choosing the proper instrumental target at large-scales, and homogenization at regional and possibly at hemispheric scales. If the homogenization indeed turns out to be a critical factor, the difference in timing between the observed divergence in the European Alps and from hemispheric comparisons is consistent with regional historical differences in thermometer exposures, station histories and practices, data availability, and subsequent differences in homogenization procedures performed at regional and global levels.

In many senses the homogenization procedure parallels tree-ring detrending: both techniques are required to eliminate non-climatic noise components of the respective time-series; and there appears to be no universally applicable or justifiable solution, which results in increased uncertainties in longer-term trends. Necessary homogenization and ongoing changes to the instrumental datasets, makes calibration of proxy records somewhat analogous to shooting at a moving target. This is particularly critical for hemispheric-scale approaches where strong trend differences between warm-season and annual records and little to no skill in the high-frequency domain lead to great uncertainties in proxy calibration. If the early instrumental warm season warmth turns out to be an artifact, its correction will result in an increased industrial warming trend, thereby affecting both the amplitude of reconstructed (past) temperature fluctuations and the model estimates of (future) change. Furthermore, such a correction might largely eliminate seasonal differences, thereby having implications on the paradigm of winter versus summer trends in perhaps not only the past, but also for projected warming.

Even though our understanding of recent climatic changes is clearly most limited during the early observational period, current political and economic developments such as reduced scientific funding and the collapse of the Eastern Bloc have also resulted (at least temporarily) in the deterioration in the land based observational network. While on-going changes to instrumentation and the automatization of meteorological observatories (e.g., Quayle et al., 1991; Nordli et al., 1997) and more newly recognized biases in old instrumental series (Parker and Horton, 2005) require attention, the described inconsistencies between instrumental temperature series and tree-ring proxies should provide an impetus to intensify research in the early instrumental period. Efforts are currently underway to analyze and correct for early shelter biases in the GAR (Böhm et al., in prep.), with further research, including other measured climate variables such as precipitation, cloud cover, and surface air pressure and additional proxies being important to clarify the critical transition interval from proxy to instrumental evidence (e.g., Hiebl, 2006). With broader attempts, a deeper statistically and physically based understanding will provide a more seamless bridge between the climatic variability measured in recent decades and that reconstructed over the past centuries to millennia. Ultimately, an improved quantification of the exact magnitude of past climatic variation should be achieved by further investigations, thereby allowing better constraints of the earth’s climate sensitivity and the role of past and present forcing agents.
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| Table 1 | Summary of the factors that can potentially account for the proxy/instrumental offset and their relevance at the Alpine and Hemispheric scales |
|---|---|---|---|
| **Effect** | **Relevance NH** | **Relevance Alps** | **Comments** |
| Detrending | Trend uncertainties. | + | ++ | Alps: longer comparison period (back to 1760) increases importance. |
| Biological autocorrelation | Decreased annual relationships and frequency dependent signals. | + | ++ | NH: Calibrations effectively only conducted in low-frequency domain. |
| Growth/climate | (a) Target choice (a) Diffuse proxy specification. | + + + + | + | NH: Seasonal differences prior to 1900 critical in instrumental data. |
| | (a) Mixed/unstable signal (b) Error-term non-random. | + | + + + | TRW (MXD) |
| Station decrease | Reduced degrees of freedom and spatial representation. | + + + | + | Early data from surrounding urban areas (Alps) and SST dominated (NH). |
| Homogenization | Trend uncertainties. | ? | + + + + | NH: limited application of metadata. |

Abbreviations: NH—Northern Hemisphere, but refers loosely to large-scale approaches; TRW—Tree ring-width; MXD—Maximum latewood density. +, + +, + + +, and + + + + symbols refer to ‘low’, ‘low-medium’, ‘medium-high’, and ‘high’, respectively. ? Denotes ‘unknown’.
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